E-BIKES & N IRELAND

As a member of Cycling UK living in Northern Ireland, I was disappointed to find no mention in the last issue of Cycle of the problem facing electric bike owners in Northern Ireland. Over the summer, the government department (DVLA) has ruled that electric bikes must be treated as motorcycles and owners must register their bikes with the DVLA and tax and insure them. It appears to arise because the civil service did not properly update the legal regulations on electric bikes.

Although I am not an electric bike owner, I know riders and local businesses who have been badly affected by this. I expected at least some mention of this issue, if not a full article, advising members and outlining what Cycling UK was doing to change this ruling.

Gabriel Fulton

We mentioned this in the ‘Electrify your bike’ article in the Aug-Sep issue. I know Cycling UK’s Policy Director Roger Geffen has been in touch with you with a full explanation, so I’ll just print the key sentence from his reply: ‘The current suspension of the Northern Ireland Assembly means that nobody can now rectify the problem, even though everyone agrees that this needs doing!’ Once the Assembly has reconvened, action can then be taken.
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PROBLEM IN BAG AREA

Was Sam Jones aware that two people had smuggled their way into his pannier while on his Eurostar journey?

Adrian Smyly

GET TO THE BOTTOM OF IT

The Oct/Nov issue of Cycle was the most interesting one for an age. There was humour, adventure, relevance, and currency. It was thought-provoking and a reminder that most people, including children, can cycle and enjoy doing so.

The piece about the smaller frame/shorter cranks shows there’s a need for a feature on shorter people and the challenges they face. A piece looking at obstacles and options for smaller people would be useful.

Related to that: in the article about your search for a bike for all reasons, there’s a lot of technical detail. There was talk here too of the need for a lower bottom bracket, but it was not explained why. I am less than 5’2” and so the discussion was of relevance to me. Can you explain what a lower bottom bracket means in terms of usability, please?

Rebecca Lack

A lower bottom bracket makes it easier to put a foot down – at traffic lights, for example – because the saddle will also be lower to the ground by the same amount. However, it makes pedal strikes more likely off-road. So it’s handy if your road or town bike has a lower bottom bracket than your mountain bike.

Getting a foot down from the saddle, or mounting/dismounting, is a bigger deal the shorter you are, hence the need for a bottom bracket that’s lower still. There’s an added complication: if you fit shorter cranks, the saddle height has to go up so that your legs still extend properly at the bottom of the pedal stroke. So if you need short cranks, it’s much better if the frame has been specifically designed for them – with an even lower bottom bracket.
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FEELING DRAINED
The last issue of Cycle got me thinking about losing my wheel down a drain. In Q&A, one rider highlighted the problem but seemed to be dismissed by his local council. Riding home recently, I stopped to take photos of the countless different drain covers. The most dangerous was positioned in the centre of one lane and it easily swallowed my wheel, as illustrated. I’d love to hear any council arguing this is safe and needed for drainage!

Bob Willis

ONE BIKE ONLY
I enjoyed your article about single ‘multifunctional’ bikes in the Oct/Nov edition. I owned one for ten years, christened Rudy: a red Marin MTB with 26” wheels. Due to security concerns about keeping bikes in my back yard, I enjoyed your article about single ‘multifunctional’ bikes in the Oct/Nov edition. I owned one for ten years, christened Rudy: a red Marin MTB with 26” wheels. Due to security concerns about keeping bikes in my back yard, and limited space indoors, this bike was my daily work commuter and round-town shopping bike. It did 60-70 mile countryside runs every weekend, and even proper mountain biking! I took this bike touring to 13 countries. For 95% of the time, it had 35mm touring tyres on, but I would change to MTB tyres when going off-road.

After it had carried me for at least 40,000 miles, I donated it to the excellent Recycke y’ Bike project in Newcastle. I hope it’s still out there, giving enjoyment.

Stephan Psalidas

LIGHTING FLASHPOINT
I have commuted year-round by bike since 1992, but am considering giving it up – not because of increasingly aggressive motorists, but because of powerful flashing lights, particularly on the cycle-path section of my commute.

I anticipated this problem during the consultation on the 2005 Amendments to the Road Vehicle Lighting Regulations, when I objected to the legalisation of flashing front lights. It was obvious that front flashers would soon become a hazard to other road users, including cyclists.

Regrettably, Cycling UK (then CTC) supported the change. Do you have any thoughts on what can be done about this menace?

Danny Colyer

As I understand it, Cycling UK supported flashing lights, not powerful flashing lights. It was and remains an offence to dazzle other road users, including cyclists.

Regrettably, Cycling UK (then CTC) supported the change. Do you have any thoughts on what can be done about this menace?

Danny Colyer

URBAN TOURING?
mercials: Are there any more like me who mostly do urban touring? I like wandering around towns and cities.

Ian Driver: Don’t know if you’ve ever done audax, but the London Sightseer is spectacular. A bike is often the best way to see a city.

Gattonere: Very early weekend mornings, or very late school/day evenings/night are the best time. It works better in spring/summer, when days are longer and you can enjoy the sunrise on quiet streets before cars spoil it.

nirakaro: Is there any here who mostly do urban touring? I like wandering around towns and cities.

Eiffel Tower etc. – Eiffel Tower etc. – are worth seeing, but not really worth stopping for.

PH: I’ve been on several guided city tours: Berlin, Amsterdam, Barcelona, Paris, Rome, Naples, Madrid, Manchester, Oxford. They’ve all been fun and a great way to get a feel for an unfamiliar city.

AdamS: Does anybody else enjoy following the National Cycle Network through towns and cities? Lots of routes are rubbish. When they work well, I enjoy the bizarre feeling of having traversed a city without battling with traffic.

Slowroad: I’ve happily explored Birmingham, mainly by canal. It feels like another dimension, and Spaghetti Junction from underneath has to be seen to be believed! The enjoyable side of urban touring is down to decent cycling provision. Busy, polluted road cycling isn’t fun.

Sightseer is often the best way to see a city.
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